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Vol. LII No.3 Bridgewater State College February 8, 1979 
It's Not Nice to Fool Ma Bell 
by Jean M. St. Anqre 
Bridgewater State College 
curre.ntly faces the possibility of 
losing telephone service from coin-
operated pay station telephones 
campus-wide. This is due to the high 
rate of fraudulent phone calls that 
originate from BSe. 
In a meeting held on Friday in the 
Boyden Demonstration Room, Mr. 
William Podolski, a Security Agent 
etter: 
from the telephone company 
warned a gathering of approximate-
ly twenty students, most of them 
dorm officers, V.P David Deep and 
Dr. Richard Veno, about the 
severity of the problem that exists 
here. 
V.P. Deep, in what he termed a 
"major problem," stated that 
fraudulent calls have been made 




Government Regulations Committee 
Massachusetts State House 
Esteemed Legislators, 
The following is submitted as written testimony concerning the matter 
of raising the legal drinking age to 21. It is hoped this will help to sway 
opinion against this legislation. 
On Tuesday, January 30, .1979 the Student Government Association 
of Bridgewater State College passed a motion stating our opposition to 
any attempt to raise the legal drinking age in Massachusetts. There was 
considerable debate on both sides of this issue so this should not be seen 
as a stand which we have taken lightly. 
Proponents of this legislation are concerned about the increase in 
drinking among high school and even pre·high school children. This is 
indeed a serious problem. However, this legislation seems to be a 
simplistic solution which does not truly address the problem. If we are 
concerned about children drinking then we should be studyi~g \Aihy they 
are cirlnking:and not merely aUemptingto make it more difficult for them 
to do so. 
I would like to suggest that there are two primary reasons why young 
people drink and that this current legislation does not address itself to 
either of them. First, young people drink Simply because it is forbidden. 
The simple fact that there is a legal drinking age causes the act of drinking 
to become personified with a certain type of mystique. Since 
adolescense is well known as a time of rebelliousness, seeking identity 
and striving toward adulthood, it is only natural that something which is 
forbidden and reserved for adults would have massive appeal.It should 
be noted that the countries with the least alcohol problems are those that 
have no legal drinking age. Rather they allow drinking with meals from 
early youth and instead try to encourage a certain amount .of 
responsibility in drinking. It can easily be seen that the legislation 
proposed does not address this issue b4t in actuality exacerbates it. The 
second reason young people turn to drinking is because there is nothing 
else for them to do that they perceive as being fun. People will argue that 
programming such as youth centers have been attempted by many 
communities with less than encouraging results. But, in taking this 
argument, the point is missed. The point is that, in our culture, drinking 
and fun have become inextricably linked almost to the point ofbeing 
interchangable; Almost all of the messages· children receive show 
drinking as an important part of the experience of "having fun". What do 
the adults around them do when they go out for an evening of fun? They 
go "out <;lrinking and dancing or they go out to eat with cocktails and after 
dinner drinks. TV. and the movies almost never show people having 
"adult" fun that doesn't include drinking. So drinking becomes seen· as 
part of anything that is enjoyable. Certainly raising the legal drinking age 
does not deal with this problem in any way either. 
Additionally, from our· point of view as a student government 
association we must ~note the p~sag~ of such legislation will 
. Significantly alter many aspects of our daily college life. Approximately 
70% of the full time students at most colleges are under 21. Thus, 
particularly· for smaller schools, it becomes economically unfeasible to 
~ontinue operating drinking establishments on campuses. In many cases 
it can be shown that these establishments presently form the backbone 
of the campus sodalenvironment. Much of the remainder of college 
social life comes in the forms of dances and parties; At present such 
events include the serving ofi;llcoholic beverages~ With the passage of 
this bill that would no longer be in the best intet"ests ofthe majority of the 
students as they would be unable to attend if alcohol were served. One 
can readily see an almost total shift in campus programming being 
necessitated by this action. 
Raising the legal drinking age seems to be another case of treating the 
symptom and ignoring the disease. Additionally.it appears slightly 
hypocritical to raise the drinking age to 21 knowing that the concept of a 
legal drinking age in itself is inenforceable but using the rationale that if 
the legal age is 21 then maybe only.people 18 and older will actually get 
alcohol. Those people that want alcohol will get it, regardless of age, 
whether they have to take it from their parents'home stock or bribe their 
older siblings to get itforthem. We urge that this bill be defeated and that 
energies be directed instead into. avenues that will attack the problem 
and mystique of drinking as a whole rather than singling out and foc;using 
on merely one aspect of the overall situation. 
Cordially yours, 
Albert E; Silva Jr. 
President 
Student Government Association 
world. He also noted in dismay that 
BSe is currently "in first place'" for 
having the highest fraudulency rate 
in the state. 
Podolski devotes 40-50 percent of 
his work time in tracking down the 
people . who are making the 
fraudulent calls. He warned that if 
anyone is detected making fraudu-
lent calls, the phone company would 
not hesitate to bring the party to 
court. 
Third number calling, where 
people charge the call to a number 
other than their own, is where the 
Telephone Company absorbs its 
greatest loss. Podolski noted that 
the Great Hill Dormitory is the place 
with the highest rate of fraudulent 
calls. Two pay phones at the Hill 
have already been disconnected in 
an attempt to control the problem. 
The rate of fraudulent! phone .calls 
originating {forn the S:-U:·T;a;·a:lSo 
lncreased. Veno, noting that the 
Union is a "quasi~public building" 
stated that it is virtually impossible 
for him to contact all the people who 
use 'the phones to· warn them of 
lhe. impending threat of losing 
service. 
Jim Farrell, President of the 
Great Hill Apartment Complex. 
:requested that a pay phone be 
installed there. Podolski offered him 
a "deal": if Jim, and everyone else, 
Wg.u14h~pjn)setting tMeproblemt9 
decrease. then he would install· a 
telephone. 
Several suggestions' from the 
student representatives to Podolski 
were rejected with the reason that it 
would cost the phone company too 
much money_ The only suggestion 
he seemed to like was that dorm 
officers call meetings to warn all 
resident students of the severity of 
the problem. He also distributed 
several posters. Julie Tobojka, 
President of Woodward Hall, noted 
that she planned on slipping a 
newletter under everyone's . door· 
spelling out·· the gravity of the 
NOT TRUI! 
NewEnglandTelephone 
: . ..... .... '" ' r t' .," 
St~den~;will ~1'~~!l~sr.i4~&f~·_istI~.i~e~~w~e.rtUs~· 
the design· fOT -sdvertisment •. aiadposter5wliich . win. be . used in the 
telephone company's campaign a-gainst paypbone abuse. 
problem and suggested that other pay phones on campus to cut down 
dorms use this same method. on the problem. 
Along with the possibility of losing Reminding -students that making 
telephone service in pay stations, fraudulent phone calls is just like 
the college is also threatened with "stealing money", Podolski noted 
the loss. of their 20 percent cut from that one telephone call that 
pay phone intake. According to originated from the. Union cost the. 
Podolski, the measure is necessary phone company $176.00. Someone 
for liMa Belle" to try to regain her called London,England and talked 
losses.. for 95 minutes while charging it to a 
In an unidentified college in third party. ' 
southern Massachusetts. Podolski If the problem continues, BSC 
said that· service was discontinued faces the problem of losing all pay 
for two and .one half months from all phone service. 
BSC Receives Energy· 
Department Grant 
by Sue Asci • environmental, economic and social visit several solar~heated buildings 
SSC has received a grant of over aspects wil1 also be studied. in the area· and the Western 
$l~.OOO fr.om the Department ot The program continues in the fall Geophysical Observatory (a coal 1 Energy to fund a special program for with fifteen three~hour in-service exploration project). 
thtrtY1Earth Science Jeachersin worshops occurring every two 'We are the only one .in 
Eastern '&tassac;husetts. All weeks. The in-service workshops Massachusetts and the only one of 
participating will be 8th or9th grade will be geared toward the three in New England running 
Earth Science teacherso'r application of knowledge into the programs just like this," Dr. 
departmental chairmen supervising classroom. Boutilier said. "'T eachersare 
Earth Science teachers. The course The project also provides for two provided with free textbooks and 
will be taken at BSe. Saturday field trips. One field trip free tuition." 
Dr. Robertl!3outili~L.. of the BSe will be to the .Plymouth Nuclear All of the teachers will have to 
Earth Science Department, is the Power Plant. Anotherday they will .4 
Director of the program. The 
instructors are, Dr. Robert pillman, 
chairman of the BSe Department of 
Earth Sciences andOeography, Dr. 
Richard Enright, Dr. Ira Furlong, 
and Mr. Paul Blackford. 
'11'5' purpose is to train Earth 
Science; teachers· in junior high and 
high school in energy-related 
topics," Dr .. Boutiliersaid 
The program involves a one·week 
summer workshop (7/9/79-· 
7/13/79) from 9 am--3 pm each day. 
It will include lectures and 
laboratories to provide the teachers 
with the up-to-date information 
dealing with the national energy 
plant fossil fuels, nuclear fission and 
.fusion, solar,wind and geothermal 
energy. These topics will be looked 
at in. terms of local,. national and 
international aspects~ the 
Election Results 
Senator-at-Large: 
Sue Ellen Silva ' 77 
Robert Pearl 101 
J~ Nic1lQ.las P6 
VICe President, Class of '82: 
John O'Day 70.· 
S1.ev'l Fl~rk~ . 53. . , 
J:'UDItClty Director, Clas~ of 82: 
Lauren Shatz 54 
Pamela Dion 57 
Other 136 
The res1..lits of this election have been contested. 
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Editorials 
Beginning this week, The Comment will feature a series on:vandalism 
in BSC's}Clement C. Maxwell Library and other college Iibrarles:Thls"'"' 
calls to minct1'fie"'Widespread problem of use and misuse of college 
facilities. Each student pays a Library Fee ($lO.OO), a Student Union Fee 
($22.50) and a Student Government Association Fee ($12.50) totaling' 
$55.00. These fees give the student the use of the Library, the use. of the 
Student Union and the right to participate in SGA funded organizations. 
Each act of vandalism, of theft or of negligence is a waste of your fees as is 
not participating in any SGA organizations. 
~t t~e Library, the problems include vandalism ancJlili,~=Books and 
pertodlcals have been destroyed--covers ripped off·-material removed 
and just general malicious vandalism--destruction without purpose. In 
addition to such damages to books and magazines, other library 
property has been damaged--furniture ripped or written upon and 
writings and etchings on the walls, especially in the men's and women's 
rooms. A second major problem is that of theft--journals and books being 
being s~olen ('~ "'permanently borrowed". Often, the Library cannot 
afford to repl ... ce these items 50 others needing the material must do 
without it. . 
The Student Union is also a target of vandalism and theft. Rest room 
walls have been· tastelessly decorated, plants have been trampled, 
objects have been stolen (beer mugs in the Rat have been a major theft 
area in the past), windows have been broken and furniture has been 
damaged. Also, attempts seem to have been made to "'fix" the pinball 
machines in the Game Hoom--thereby damaging the machines. rhe 
problem of negligence seems to come up in the Union quite a bit--people 
simply not taking care of the facilities that thev use--the daily mess in the 
Sub Shop is a fine example of such ne!=lliqel)ce. 
As far as wasting ones SGA funds .. most tosses in this area are not 
through vandalism or theft (although several obj~cts have recently 
disappeared from The Comment office recently) but through apathy. 
The money that each student pays in his SGA fee i~ distributed to the 
dubs and organizations on campus. The only real way to get your 
money's worth is to participate in the orgallizations that you pay for. 
Clubs can always use new members and there are dubs for nearly every 
interest. ' 
The Comment, like most campus organizations, is in great need of 
people. News. writers, culture writers, sports writers and production 
workers are needed. If you are involved in any campus organization or 
have a particular area of interest, The Comment needs you to write 
about it. Please drop by the Comment office anyti~r 
Each student pays fees and therefore has th€ right to use the Library, 
the Student Union or to join a campus organization. Its up to each 
student to use these priviledges, not to abuse them. 
Destructive Values in 
Student Union 
the 
Recent actions taken by the 
administrators of the Student Union 
have been seriously callad to 
question in the past week. ONE--the 
denial of the new minimum wa ~ of 
$2.90 to its student emp oyees, and 
TWO--the undemocratic decision of 
the Board of Governor's to spend 
. $900 of student money, in the guise 
of aesthetic improvement, for a new 
hcu1pture.., to placed. on the S. U. 
grounds.r believe that the 
combination of these two acts has 
created a negative state of mind in a 
good percentage of the student 
populous. 
Articles in last week's Comment 
have ,attempted to state two 
opposing views concerning this 
matter. One has calJed for student 
opposition to the Board of 
Governor's sculpture decision, 
while the other has presented a call 
for students to support the unjust 
denial of wage increase. The latter 
student claims that he is willing to 
accept the . refused pay raise, 
believing that in so doing he will 
protect our privileges, that is, the 
current amount of time in which the 
music lounge and the game room 
.are opened. If student· employees 
were given the wage increase these 
two areas may have to close on a 
Saturday morning or: so; At the 
same time, he defends the $900 
spent on the statue, claiming that its 
aesthetic value is worth the $900, 
more so than distributing this 
amount among the student 
employees, which would supposed-
;y come to 22 cents per student 
employee. 
Whether or not these figUres or 
information are correct, I feel that' 
this attitude stems from a 
destructive set of values. This 
student is willing to accept injustice 
majority, those students who will 
spend those couple of extra hours at 
the pool table or under the head 
phones. As for the sculpture, I 
believe that a proper sfate Qf mind is 
necessary for aesthetic pleasure. 
Injustice does not produce such a 
state of mind. This proposed 
sculpture, to many students, wiU be 
the symbol of injustice ana the 
denial of democracy. Each of us is 
required, without choice, to paV,?\ 
$22.50 S.u. fee and $12.50 S.G:A: 
fee. The money that each of us is 
forced to pay is the source which will 
pay for the sculpture and the extra 
hours of the recreation rooms, ~o 
each of us is directly involved, \V E;; 
are paying for this injustice Without 
being given the. options to decide 
whether our money should be used 
toward the pay raise or the 
sculpture. 
These circumstances may appear 
insignificant .. to some, but my 
concern is in the underlying values 
involved. Injustice is injustice; no, 
matter the scale. This acceptance of 
injustice very closely resembles the 
state of mind of the Nazi controlled, 
believing that their acceptance of a 
Nminor" injustice would lead to a 
better condition of the majority. I 
encourage all students and faculty 
concerned to vocalize yours feelings 
against these injustices! Leave your 
comments outside the . commuter 
cc:Ue in the suggestion box. If we 
accept injustice today, we will 




in order that students may h€ able to 
play ping-pang or an album for a few 
extra hours a week. He claims that 
he isactil1g in accort;ianceto what·· ' 
he believes is the best for the 
Dear Ms. Claghorn.[sic], 
Your letter in this week's 
COMMENT really turned' me off. 
Why? y 9ur attit~de. Are you re,ally 
so' ashamed <:t(j:"'·Be·:/a: i student at 
Bridgewater that ·you· have ";·to 
Goo D LORD. THESE \lANDA1..S HAVE' 
SToLEN AL.L. "nn:: Tou. .. ET PAPeR. 
-. 
--
- -- -- - -
apologize for it? "Being of an artisitic 
family and background, and ~ t 
accepted at some well·known art 
institutions' in the U.S. as an art 
major before attending BSC (due to 
personal money situations}.'" With 
t 
Interested in Forming a I 
Personal Growth Group? 
that statement you 1. set yourself up 
as a snob, 2. take Bridgewater 
down, and 3. make your teachers in 1 t 
the Art Department sound like fifth 
raters, which I don't think they are! 
Contact Student Life at ext. 226. 
Give Name, Address and Phone. In my estimation, no one has to ever 
apologize for coming to BSC [sic]. 
It's a damned good college!! If you - -
-
-
- - - -Ea~~~~~f?J,~ ~·'BII!'I!'·'··""!""·"BII!'I!'·'··-·'·-··"I-· .-.• -) .... -·-e--.. a .... ······~·-C-· .. l-:-' .. ' .. ··-i-n--·-e--.-s-----.... 
a year tuition (directly) doesn't 
mean that we don't get an excellent 
education. 
You certainly let me know where 
you're coming from so I certainly 
can't buy your argumentsJ'm 
suspicious of the source. 
Barry Crasen 
Thank You 
To the Editors, 
To the entire Bridgewater State 
College community, we extend our 
thanks and appreciation for the 
overwhelming support for the effort 
protesting President Carter's 
proposed budget. The response has 
been both eye-opening and 
encouraging. Thank You. 
" . Although we are thanking you 
now, we ,wish to remind you that the 
effort is not over. We are continuing 
to circulate petitions here at the 
. school and within the community. 
Also we have recently e~tended the 
effort to include the entire state 
college system. The initial response 
from this sector has been 
encouraging. We hope that this 
effort . will meet with as much 
success. as we have, experienced 
here in Bridgewater.. Thusly we can 
truly show the Carter Administra-
tion that there are those who are 
discontented with· it's policies. 
Upon completion of this effort we 
intend to send or personalty deliver 
these petitions to our representa' 
tives in Washington. It is hoped that 
this effort will lend support and 
encouragement to our Congress 
p e 0 pIe i n t he up com i n g 
Congressional budget debates. The 
success of this effort is dependent 
upon the continued support from all 
of you in the community. If you have 
already given us your support, again 
we thank you. It you haven't as of 
yet, please consider your position. 
Every effort must be made to voice 









Tuesday at noon: Articles, 
Letters and Commentaries. 
The Comment 
(established 1927) 
Editor-in-Chief ............................. Karen Tobin 
Managing Editor ..................................... . 
News Editor .................. _ ............... Sue Asci 
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Contributing Editors. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Robert A. Cote 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Jean M. St. Andre 
· ....•...... , ....... ,' ............•. ' ........ Vicki SmiaIek 
· ...................................... Joan E.Thibeault 
Art Staff: Charlie Billard. 
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Writing Staff: Gil Bliss, Kim Cleghorn, Pat Duddy, Peggy Faria, 
Joanne Herr, Candice Killion, Joe McDonald, Elaine Martin, 
Doug Mildram, Audrey Oliveira, Doug Schorr. 
Production Staff: Martha Anderson, Sheila Brennan, Sue 
Brennan, Colleen Desmond, Kathy Goudie; Tom Leen, Joe 
McDonald. 
Distribution Staff: Joe Downey, Tom :leen. 
THE COMMENT i::. a student supported and operated weekly newspaper 
serving the academis community of Bridgewater State College. Editorial policy is 
determined by the Editor-in·ChiE1/ in consultation with the Editorial Board. 
Republication of all material printed herein is forbidden without the expressed 
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\A 1 SGA News: nnouncements S 
CATHOUC CENTER SPONSORS "7 TO 9" enator Attends Hearing 
On Thursday evening, February 22 from 7 to 9 p.m., the Spiritual Life 
Comm.itt~e of T~e Cath~lic Center will sponsor its first "7 to 9" program. 
A contmumg senes, the flrst topic to be explored is: "Modern Sources of 
Faith, Hope and Love.'.' Rev. Joseph McNamara will deal with this topic. 
Refreshments will follow. All are invited to attend this program. For 




The Class of 1980 presents Burt Reynolds in "Shamus", the super sleuth 
detective in the S.U. Auditorium on Tuesday, February 13th. There will 
be two showings: 6:30 ancl8:30 p.m. There will also be a color cartoon. 
Admission price is 75¢. Coming 500n: George C. Scott in "Day of the 
Dolphin" and Dirk Bogarde in "The Night Porter". 
·······"FOLK· GiJiiAiiis'j;'iiJ' APPEAR"""""""""'" ............................ . 
Your SGA funds have paid for a Coffee House with Dave Northrop a 
folk guita~i~t, to appear on Thursday, February 15, at 7:30 p.m. in the 
Formal Dmmg Room of thf~ S.U. Come and enjoy this event. You paid for 
it. Sponsored by the Carpenter's Shop. 
·· .. ····'AC'iiij'NipEXCE·CORPS/visTA······· .. · .. ······ .... ····· ..................... . 
On February 14 from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m., representatives will be on 
campus to talk with students about the many programs sponsored by 
ACTION. You will find them opposite the bookstore. 
·······'iiS~·MARiNE·EoRPS····· .. ······· .. ··········· .... ··· ..................
................. .. 
On February 27 from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. opposite the bookstore the 
Marine Corps will have representatives on campus to discuss the c~reer 
programs offered by the U.S.M.C. 
.. ···· .. CHEM: .. Ci.'UB·PARKiNG··SPACi·RAFFLi .... · .. ···,··· ...... ··· ....... . 
The winner of the spring semester parking space raffle is Paul Lambert of 
Middleboro. Congratulations, Paul. -
.. ·· .. ··si5EiOLOG"Y/S·OCIAL··WORK·CLUB·'NEWS· .. ······· .. ··· .......... . 
The S?ciology/Social Work Club will meet on Tuesday, February 13 at 
11 :00 in the Student Union Seminar room. All interested persons urged 
to attend and share ideas. The club will also sponsor a bake sale on 
Wednesday, February 14, from 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. in front of the 
bookstore. Donations are needed. All Sociology and Social Work Majors 
are urged to support th.e sale by baking whatever you can. Baked goods 
may be dropped off m the Behavioral Sciences Dept. with Nancy 
Jenesky. . . 
· .. ·· .. ·WASHiN(,.ioN~··D:C" ... iRip·OFFERED .... ··· .. ········ .. ·· ................ . 
T~e Political Science Clu1:~ announces its 4th Annual Washington, D.C. 
Tnp from March 10·16. rotal cost will be approximately $100.00 If 
in~~rested, there is a sign-up sheet on Dr, Kryzanek's door (Room 229) in 
Tillinghast Hall. The deadline is February 15. Also, there will be a Poli·Sci 
Clllb .meetingqn Febn.~al)i 15. . 
.. · .. ···wiN·A··j)INNER .. FC)R·'iwoj ...... ··· .. ·· .. · .. · .. · .. ·· .. ·· ...... · ..................... . 
F or just a mere half dollar, the Class of 1979 is raffling a $20 gift certificate 
to Christo's in Brockton. Tickets are sold in front of the bookstore until 
February 23. 
········-RAFFi.E·FOR·lcE·FoiLjE~······················· ............ _ ..................... . 
The Ice Follies are in Boston, and two great seats can be yours for .50q: if 
you buy a raffle ticket from the Class of '79 in front of the Bookstore. 
Now through February 22. 
· .. ·· .. ·SPRING··WEEK·:··APiiiL .. £i·~·APRii·i2 .. ··· .... ····· .... · .................... -
To .all clubs a~d organizations: April 17 through April 22 has been 
deSIgnated S~mng W,eek 1979 at BSC. The week is being brought to you 
b¥ the ASSOCIated Classes and Program Committee. The Class of '79 will 
kick off the week with a Party and Multi·Media slide show starring· "The 
Class ~f '79" at the Quincy Market's Ball Room in Boston. Here'is the 
Year Book on screens and put to music. Later in the week the Junior 
Class has planned the second Annual Spring Ball at Christo's Brockton 
on .F.ri.day, April 20. The Ball is sure to add something special to the 
acbvIties. To top off a guaranteed super complete time, on Sunday, April 
~2, th~ Pro~ram~ommi11.ee. has planned activities for Parent's Day, 
mclu?mg a dmner m the Commuter Cafeteria. Here is your opportunity 
to bnn~ your parents to school! We hope all will get involved and plan 
somethmg for the week or weekend. Do something for the parents. 
· .. · .. ··A,A·MEifiNG······· .. ············ .. ·· .... · .. ·· ...... ·· .... ·,·.: ........... _ ......... , .......... ,.::. 
L~A meeti~g ~~' t~e Catholic C::enter e,,:ery Mond'7Y night at 8:30 p.m. This 
is an open meetmg. The publIc and all mterested ate invited. If alcoholis a 
?roblem.in your life, Alcoholics Anonymous is here. to help. For more 
mformatton, co~tact Fr. McNamara at the Catholic Center, ext. 555. 
..................... _-_ ............ .. WRITING .. cij~Tij~:··· .. · .. ·· .. ··· .. ··· .. ········· .. ·· .. · .. ··· .. · ............................ . 
!h~ YJriti~g C~nter in ~a:>(we1l238 offers the student an opport~nityfor 
m?lvlduahzed. mstruction ~n writing. Whatever the writing problem, 
mmor or major, gramma.tlcal, mechanical syntactical rhetorical or 
stylistic, the Writing Centl3r will do its best to help the st~dent diag~ose 
the problem and develop,an ~nstruction.al prog~am desjgned to remedy it. 
The extent of a st.u.dent s hme ~omrnttment IS flexible; participation is 
voluntary. The Wntmg Center wlll be staffed during the following hours: 
Monday, .9 am to noon: Prof. Angell; noon to 3 pm, Prof. McGinnis. 
Tuesday, 10:30 am to noon: Prof. Nickerson; 12:30-3:30 pm: Prof. Angell. 
Wednesday, noon to 3prn: Profs. McGinnis and Oonnelly. Thursday, 
l~~~I1~m to noon:.Prof.. Nickerson .. and Friday, 9 ar:' to noon: Prof. 
· ...... ·s·;iUD\,-SKILis·siMINAR .... · .... · .. · .. ·· ...... · .. ···-.. · "'- . . ...... .. 
ThelEBOgRESS/OlJTREAGH Tutorial Service will be'sponsoring a 
series01'1§.1m2.L~:tEW4~~_ during the beginning of the 
second semester. r~ese se~mars wllT mclude information concerning 
how to study a reading asslgnment; how to schedule study time the 
. SQ3R study method, h?,,,,<to t~ke tests, and how to take study' and 
lecture notes. All of the mformatlon presented in these seminars is vital 
for college survival rega'rdless of what class you are in. Schedule: 
Tuesday, F;b. 6 1l.12ir~SU 2; 1(H.~w to manage your time; Study 
Schedules. Wednesday, Feb. 7 11·12111 the Green Room: Getting the 
most out of y?ur: teXltbooks;underlifling;Studynotes. r\,nd on Thursday,.' 
Feb. 8 11·12 m SU~z.:· NQfetaking=Takingitests; Test\.7ocabulary.' ,,1t 
.. .... ,. ....... ~ .......... -...................... :~. ' .. '~'. ~ ....................... ~'~~ "' ....... ,,": .... ~: ............... :" .. , .............. ' .. ~ .. : ... : .................... :": ........... : ............ '~'~ .... ~: .. ~-.... " ..'.'~' .. '~-~' 
by Nancy Paglione, Secretary, 
Student Government Assn. 
According to Sue French 
Senator at large who attended the 
open meeting held Tuesday at the 
State House concerning the 
proposed drinking age legislation, 
there is every indication that the 
legal drinking age in this state will bw 
rising. Governor King definitely 
wants to see the drinking age upped 
to twenty·one. Other legislators also 
appear to support this 3 year 
increase. 
If King gets his way, ther will be no 
phasing··that is--the action. will be 
across the board. Those eighteen to 
twenty year olds who are now 
allowed to drink will lose this 
priviledge. . 
Fighting this proposal will clearly 
be an uphill battle for those 
concerned since most legislators 
spoke out in favor of King's plan. 
However, if the opposition is well· 
organized and vocal enough, 
inevitably they at least will be heard. 
The Student Advisory Council 
(SAC) is presently working to unite 
all the Mass. State Colleges on this 
issue. In the meantime all those 
opposed to King's plan to raise the 
drinking age should write or call 
their state legislators to let them 
know how they feel. 
Have you ever wondered where 
the SGA fee money goes? Will the 
food that's served here ever taste 
any better? How will the social life 
on this campus be affected.if the 
legal drinking age in this state is 
raised? 
These questions as well as any 
other possible queries you may have 
concerning any aspect an Open 
. Forum to be tentatively held on 
March 6. 1979 at 11am in the 
Student Union Demonstration 
Room. 
The ,precise format .of this free 
discussion period is' presently in the 
planning stage, however all efforts 
will be made to keep this meeting as 
informal as possible. Any ideas 
and/ or possible solutions that 
you ma~ have will also be welcomed. 
Nomination papers for 1979·1980 
Student .Government Executive 
Board positions became available 
yesterday in the SGA offices on the 
third floor of the Student Union. 
The Executive Board vacancies for 
next year include the following 
spots: SGA President, First Vice· 
President, Second Vice-President 
. Secretary and Assistant Treasurer: 
Any student who is contempla-
ting running for one of these five 
offices must obtain four hundred 
sttldent signatures prior to March2, 
1979 if his/her name is to appear on 
the officialballot. Elections for these 
positions will be held on March 7 
1979. . . ' 
Applications for the Steven B. 
Laskoff Memorial Scholarship are 
presently available .. at the SGA 
offices. Any out-of-state student is 
eligible to apply for this '$500;00 
scholarship. This SGA Scholarship 
is awarded annually to honor the 
memory of Steven B. Laskoff, a 
former Bridgewater State College 
student and SGA Senator who was 
fatally injured in an automobile 
accident several years ago. This 
year's recipitnt.ofthe-award will be 
chosen after Spring break by a 
committee comprised of three 
students and three facu.lty 
members. The criteria for this 
scholarship is not based on financial 
need but rather on academic 
achievement. . An completed 
applications must be received by 
March 2, 1979. 
The phantom of last years Senate, 
Codification 14, apparently has not 
yet been laid to rest. This addition to 
the SGA Constitution once again 
became a topic of discussion at the 
most recent Senate meeting. 
Should Codification 14 remain an. 
addition to the SGA constitution or' 
should it be removed from this 
document? Since the Senate is split 
on this issue, the question will soon 
appear in an upcoming student 
referendum. What exactly does 
Codification 14 say? Codification 14 
explicitly states that no elected or 
appointed SGA officer shall hold an 
elected or appointed office in an 
SGA funded clu b or organization or 
another branch or the SGA. 
In plainer English, this jargon 
simply means that a student can 
only hold one leadership position of 
campus at a time. 
There are different interpreta· 
tions of the effect of this codification 
on students. One view is that this 
codification, has a crippling effect to 
those who have either the ability or 
the desire to hold two or more 
campus offices at a time. By virtue of 
this codification, he or she is limited 
to only one elected or appointed 
position. Is this fair to all . student",'? 
The other major viewpoint 
supports the worthiness of 
Codification '14. Codification 14 
helps avoid any type of blatant 
conflict of interest that may result if 
a student holds two major campus 
positions. One example, often used 
to clarify this view is to imagine what 
could occur without the 
codification, . Would there be a 
Senator Susan F rench.(PHOTO BY JACK 
DUNCAN) 
problem, say, if the Treasurer of the 
SGA simultaneously was the 
Treasurer of Club HX"', an 
organization funded by the SGA? 
Would this be fair to all students? 
A final Note on . the SGA Book 
Exchange. 
The Book Exchange sponsored 
by the SGA is officially over. Money 
and unsold books can no longer be 
picked up without first appealing to 
the Student Senate. The SGA 
Senate meets each and every 
Tuesday evening at 6 pm in the 
chambers on the third floor of the 
Student Union. Appeals can be 
made there until February 27, 1979 
after which pleas for books and 
money no longer be entertained. 
Out there in the Atlantic Ocean on a sunshine beach 
there's going to be an outbreak of revelry this vacation 
br:eak. And after the sun goes down ... well,you know the 
effect that moonlight has on a celebration. We can only 
hope it won't be a full moon . 
Because from Jan. 13 through April 21 we're opening 
Nassau and Paradise Island to a wave of American col-
lege students. We have reason to believe that wave may 
reaCh. tidal prop<?rtions. Probably because of the price: 
$269 Including tim tare and 7 nights hotel: 
50 ther~ it,is, young America. We guarantee you the best 
of dancmg on the beach, water sports and a roaring party. 
Beyond that, you're invited to improvise. And since your 
talent for good timing is legendary~ we've made prepara-
tions for you. We're going to be ready. 
With open arms. 
r-~-------------' I 
. .... . 
.. ..-
(212\355·4705. F~~·I~G ~~~Mlo~~so~¢~~~2~ . ... .. toHfree(800}223,0694 
INrER COLLEGIATE HOLIDAYS INC. 
$269 
:.:, Jan. 13.;Jan. 20 
~--' Jan. 20~Jan. 27 
::..~ Jan. 27-Feb. 3 
:::'-1 Mar. 3-Mar. 10 
U Mar. 10- Mar. 17 
$319 
[J Mar. 17 ·Mar. 24 
o Mar. 24-Mar. 31 
:::J Mar. 31-Apr. 7 
:} Apr. 7-Apr. 14 
~ Apr. 14-Apr. 21 
[J. Alright! Sounds good! I've checked the week I 
want to party and enclosed my $50 deposit. 












An intense investigation by the 
Telephone Company i is currently 
underway here at Bridgewater. 
Apparently, certain students on a' 
regular basis, have been 
purposefully giving the operator 
faulty information when making 
credit and/or collect long-distance 
calls. This action is a criminal 
offense and the Telephone 
Company has promised to take any 
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-7'---"--'-'''' --. 5tate, ____ ... Zip_. I 
... ------.. ------..... -
--.. ~\ I 
~---------------~ 
NASSAU&PARADISE .ISLAND. 
BAHAMAS COLLEGE WEEK. 
4 1 HE COMMENT February 8, 1979 
Clinic to Sponsor Lecture Series 
Certified Corrective Therapist, 
Roxbury Veterans Administration 
Hospital, Roxbury, Ma. "Corrective 
Therapy as a Profession and Its 
Relationship to the Profession of 
Adapted Physical Education." 
March 3--Dave Carr, Adapted 
Physical Educator> McLean 
Hospital, Belmnnt. M rt. "The> Rolp of 
Adapted Physical Education in 
Rehabilitating Children with 
Neurotic and Psychotic Disorders 
Within a Hospital Setting." 
March 31··Dianne Cleary, 
Adapted Physical Educator, 
Wrentham State School and 
Children's Hospital of Boston, Ma. 
"A Teaching Alternative·-Working 
With Severely and Profoundly 
Retarded Adolescents and Adults 
Within d Stat e Institution." 
The L~.hLLQren·s Physical 
Developmental Clinic of Bridge-
water State College, the only one of 
its kind in New England offering a 
unique physical education program 
for children and youth with physical, 
mental, and/or emotional 
impairments or disabilities, has 
begun its spring semester with a 
record enrollment of seventy-five 
young participants. 
. Clinic Director Dr. Joseph 
LliubgJ, noting the Clinic is 
completing its sixth year, expressed 
his appreciation for the cooperation 
of the college and area communities 
in the work of the Clinic. 
Johanne Smith arrange a special 
lecture program for the eighty·five 
BSC students who serve as 
assistant clinicians and who work 
closely with the children. The 
lectures feature experts and 
professionals from a variety of fields 
associated with the care and 
treatment of children with 
handicaps. 
The lectures are. free and 
students and faculty are invited to 
attend. The one-hour lectures begin 
at 8:00 am in the Kelly Gymnasium. 
~ ~ndalisnt is Costly 
The Clinic is conducted on 
Saturday mornings in the College's 
Kelly Gymnasium, where for two 
hours each of the participants goes 
through an individually prescribed 
program of physical activities 
designed to enhance motor and 
physical skill coordination while 
improving the self-esteem of the 
young people. 
Prior to the start of each Clinic 
session, Dr. Huber and co-director 
February lO--Warren Dahlin, 
Registered Occupational Therapist, 
Brockton Multi-Service Center, 
Brockton, Ma. 
NAn Overview of occupational 
Therapy as a Profession Serving 
Special Needs Children." 
February 17--Richard Cass, 
Director of Pupil Personnel 
Services, Millis Public Schocls, 
Mil1is, Ma. "The Role of the School 
Psychologist Working with 
Emotionally Disturbed and Socially 
Maladjusted Children." 
Februarv 24--Edoord McCormick 
~J:tolarships Available 
[This is the first of a series of 
articles which will investigate the 
problem of library vandalism here 
at Bridgewater and at other 
campuses around the state.--Ed.] 
by Jim ~elo2g 
Destruction to books in the 
Clement C. Maxwell Library has 
increased tremendously. Dr. Owen 
McGowan repor1ed that the 
vandalism this year is the worst it 
has been, yet remains low as 
campared to other colleges. 
Dr. McGowan stated that the 
problem isn't the theft of books, for 
the checkpoint system has avoided 
much of this, but the problem is the 
destruction of books. Many 
reference books are missing Each year, the SGA makes Applications will be available at excerpts, pages or in a couple of available a scolarship of $500.00 to a the Student Government office on cases, the entire book This causes deserving out-at-state student. This the second floor of the Student a great inconvenience for students scholarship is called the\Steven G. Union Building. These applications as well as a heavy cost for the Laskoff Memorial Scho~nd are available· now and will be due library to replace the pages or the wasfoundedinmemoryofanSGA March 2nd. The selection books. Dr. McGowan documented Senator who was killed in a car committee will be meeting after the a case where a student was assigned accident. This is the fourth yeare March break to consider the to do a presentation. When the this scholarship has been applications. Poster will be student reached the library and this scholarship has been available. _ prominently displayed on campus opened the reference book to his Each applicant is asked to submit and it is hoped that out-ot-state subject and copied it out. Not sure an academic transcript and a students reading this article will his information was correct, he statement providing iriformation inform their fellow students so that returned to check the about the applicant's extra~ all eligible st~~ent5 will be made information. After presenting the curricular activities, career goals aware of the award. information to the professor, he was 
"anqpersonal interests. ridiculed for having the wrong 
.'. ·····Energy~'G rant· :t:~;::~!;£~I= (Cant from p.l) 
. 
. one subject title with information dev.elop a work. able unit for their '?eserv~ moret.attentlon dunng the from three pages later. This is one ot . d h h In·servlce por Ion. th f . . t cIassroo~s, test It ans are t e "We believe that ail students in e many cases a mconvlences 0 results wlththe group. Th~ ~rogram our public schocils should be students. The cost to replace a should be helpful ~odlfymg the exposed tq energy-related materials' page, according to Dr. McGowan, meth~ds used to mtroduce the 50 that when they are voting could run about three to five dollars, m.atenal to. the st~~ents such as members of the so.ciety they. can if not more·-that is it the book can be WIth learmng actIVIty packages found. The cost becomes· higher .'. . . ' make rational decisions concerning tapes,. slides, transparencies.. lab the problems certain to face us in when time and labor is used to try to experIments, and demonstrations. th 1980' " piece the copy into the original PeriodicaI~y t~roug~out the Those ~ho succes$f~.dly complete book If a book is badly damaged 
Dr. Owen T.P {McGowan.a.",Head Librarian, Clement C. Maxw~U Library. (pHOTO BY JON! AAr:ENEi'''7'~·· 
are termed "Malicious mischief" and could serve at least 30 days in prison 




Study with Cliffs Notes. Because ...... '1 ...... "'lII. . u 
theycarl'helpyoOdo better in . 
English class. There are more than 
200 Cliffs Notes covering all the 
frequently assigned novels, plays ~/\..""-
and poems. Use them as a Cia ffll \.. guide while you're 1 S 
reading ... and again as t.. ~ 
an efficient review for exams. 
They're great for helping you r~(fjYirre~ ~ 
understand literature ... and lJUUU U l~l..':) 
they're ready to help you n()w. 
Available At: 
COLLEGE STORES ASSOCL\TED 
37 River St. 
Waltham, ·IVIA 02154 
course, qu~honnalres WIll be ta~en the program will receive four they the library would have to buy a to determme the amount of time d t d't f . th BSe new book, which is a great expence. spent on each topic and which areas grGa dua ~Screh 1 1 rom e. According to the law, the actions 
, ______ ~ ________________ ~ ~r~a~u:a:e~.c::o:O:. ______ ~--~---w~h~ic~h~ha~v~e~a;cc~u~r!e~d~i~n~t~h~e~lib~r!a~ry~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~!!~~!!~~S!~~~L 
coming ... Don't Leave Your Friends in the Dark 
The priesthood is for those who 
want more than a job. You may 
not make much money, but you 
will make many friends, as you 
share the light of Christ with 
people. For more information on 
Priesthood· in the Archdiocese 
of Boston~ .. or·if you would like to 
participate in the Awareness 
Days for College Students at St. 
John Seminary. in Boston on 
Thursday and Friday, March 
and 23rd. contact Father 
WaJsh or F ather Charles 
urke at the Vocation 
IIn1Fnr ..... ~'ti,.. .... Center, St. John's 




·. :.. . FreeTe.5ting 
Counseling 
__.. , irthright 
583-1510 428 No. Main St., Brockton 
WELCO.ME TO THE JOB MARKET I, ,. 
What's your 'best bet in today 's marketplace? What 
can you expect from your first job? Need it be a nine-to-five one? These and many., other qllest.ions related to entering the job market will be discussed in this issue of "Insider'~the free supplement to your 
college newspaper from Ford. 
Ford hopes these tips about what awarts you in the job market will help you start your career off on the right track. And if you're in the market for a 
new car or truck, we also hope you'!Icheck out the great lineup of '79 Fords. 
Look for IIlnside(~ 





, , : ,.' ; ~ . . ' \ . :.., , . 
Classifieds 
for sale 
Snow Tires for VW, good condition, $35.00. 
Call 828-0688-·Bob. 
STOP! All you bikeys just can't pass this up! 
1976 Honda 550-4 Super Sport. She is the 
woman of your dreams, only used on those hot 
summer nights. Call between 7·9 nights, 587· 
6715. Jack. 
1971 VW Fastback. Excellent condition. New 
snow tires, one-year-old brakes and muffler 
systems. Very dependable transportation, 24 
mpg. Asking $1200_00. Call 344-3570 after 
5:00. 
services 
Experienced typist with editing and 
proofreading skills will ,type papers for 
students and professors. Will negotiate prices. 
Call Linda at 294-8117. 
Tired of typing with one finger? I use all ten. 
Typing--$.85 per page. Call Nance 697·6188. 
Former secretary wants typing to do at home. 
Call 697·2739:-
wanted 
Need someone to translate a letter written in 
Italian. Can repay with a home· made Lasagna 
dinner. Call Gail. 823·5075, after 5:00 p.m. 
Need ca$h? I buy old American Flyer trains. 
Working or not, one piece or many. Please call 
866-4692. Say you saw this ad. 
lost & found 
Lost: I lost my ballpoint pen on the first floor of 
Maxwell Library at night on February 1. It is a 
Parker silver. blue-ink pen with my initial M on 
the,knob. If you found the pen, or if you know 
somebody who found my pen, please let me 
know. The pen is very important' to me. 
M~sako, Pope 110, ext. 381,382,383. 
Will the girl who found the instamatic camera 
with film from last year's Christmas dance 
please leave your name and telephone number 
at the Info Booth. Thank you. 
personals 
Sheila S.-·Thanks for a super evening. I was 
pretty close to heaven also. We'll make it. I 
hope I see you on your birthday, Feb. 10. We 
,should have a very warm and good.semester' 
together: Love, Blue Stares. 
D,M.··This weekend was just too fun. Let's do 
it again real soon. M.A. 
Butterscotch Brownie Queen: I heard the 
brownies were assaulted by males" females, 
and eight teaspoons. There must be a better 
way of getting rid of your friends than 
poisoning them. Are you sure they weren't 
"potN brownies? Is this a famous English 
recipe? What are you planning for an encore? 
Sick & Hospitalized. 
Bookie: . nine wonderful months have passed 
since our fateful meeting. Love has bonded us 
together. as one, and every day is just another 
meaningful beginning for us. I only hope that 
time or geography never lessens how we feel 
for each other (it will never for me). Love you 
always. Rex 
Hey weeds, you scumbag! Let's hang around 
with our tea you cool son of a senator. You 
should hold a mini-course on how to be cool. 
How is Pizza Face? Good thing we have 
curtains to 90 with the rug. R2J2 member. 
Disco Mikey·-Do you wrestle as good as you 
hustle? Can't watt to see your techniques! 
Watch closely for those dangling participles. 
"Kinky~ in B25. 
Dinkweeds··How was Washington? Have you 
been folding c;:lothes with the Family? Let's all 
go to the Rat, the bus is leaving! GeE', Paul, 
you're so cool everyone wants to know you. 
Don't leave until you do th~, dishes. R2J2 
P.MacD. Weed··How <to I love thee, Let me 
count the ways. I love thee the way thee folds 
thy clothes. I love thee the way we go shopping 
together.r love when we (the Family) get 
together about living in our apartments, just 
like a family would. We all should get together 
and pick out some curtains for our living room. 
Signed, R2J2. 
W~oever borrowed Halftone,please .retum he~{b) to the office before;~~c~lt~e !j¥pon,e~ 
Detectivce. Bureau of Missing Plants. 
Dash: I can't believe that it's over before it even 
began. I think III always wonder about ·what 
might have been. ~ That door I talked about 
really shut hard on me, but what really 
bothered me was how it may have hit you. I'm 
sorry if I've hurt you. 
Liz·-Heard you were practicing politics with 
the V.P. Friday night. What did you two ·talkN 
about? Hope your conversation was 
stimulating! Did you really throw it all away?? A 
-rreasured~ Friend. 
To Tommy Heart: We enjoyed your frosted 
caige party. Sorry we forgot to bring our drool 
buckets. Love, Tillingly 
DO YOU HAVE V.D.?? If so, then the Lessac 
method is for you! For free details and further 
information contact me in the SU 
Demonstration Room. Try it! Over 22 Theatre 
Majors can't be wrong! Someone who knows. 
Margie·-Great time Friday night. Remember 
that close call? Well. anyway, just six more 
weeks till Citadel! 
Weeds: Grow up, you dinkweeds. I hear the 
P.C. wants to throw you out you are so 
obnoxious. You are just too cool for us. One 
term in office as Social Director at the 
Apartments was enough for us. R2J2. 
Carol R.··Congratulations! The baby is 
beautiful! Glad to know you're both happy and 
healthy. Dave's delivery will be justly rewarded 
very soon! 
Sheil: So sorry about Friday night. 111 never let 
anyone, especially them, stand in the way of 
our friendship again··you're much more 
valuable to me. Love, K.G. 
To the bookstore··You were correct in your 
assumption regarding my censored statement 
on the bookstore. I apologize deeply if it was 
misunderstoods to mean otherwise. Your 
Number 1 fan, Linda M. 
Blues Stares: Don't apologize for staring. You 
can stare anytime, because I loved every 
minute of it! 111 smile for you always! Thanks' 
for the compliments, you're a real sweetheart! 
Sheila S. 
To Betty Crocker and Gang: Everyone that is 
in the room watching you struggle to build that 
fire will know the woodis not unseasoned, but 
you. The builder of the fire is always the last to 
know! Good luck next time! *Especially Jor 
J.F.* 
Lisa, Cilla··One more incident, you're out of 
here! "Ew and WON come before "PN and WS.N 
Wah, Wah, Wah. Lis··go for the ones. Cilla-· 
what do you do with your animal crackers? 
Ready for another lesson·-['m sure Uncle Fred 
will play show and tell! 
To Gary G.··You're the type of guy who will 
never settle down, you're never in one place, 
you roam from town.to town .... And when we 
ask you what girl you love the best, you hop 
right into that car of yours and roam around 
the world. 
Blue Stares: Thank you for being at the Rat 
when I needed someone to lean on, You're a 
sweetheart and Sheila S. thinks so too. Do you 
have any blond·haired, blue·eyed friends for 
me? Love. Brown Stares. 
Wayne-[ didn't forget this week, here's the 
personal! promised. Sorry the "busN left early 
Sunday. Thanks fOf the. mail. Rumor has it 
you're not really on the wagon!!! Keep 
pumping those irons, I'll be joining you soon. 
Bye from the NStudio." Kathy 
To Mrs. T.··Things are getting so traumatic. 
The odds are going way down, 7·2. And it's all 
because of someone special (jealous); I'll get 
them back up, don't worry. Friends? Love, 
Concerned and Willing 
PKD: You were in rare form Friday night, 
especially at the Forge. Keep it up. How's 
teaching? M. 
To Steve Money: I heard you afe teaching a 
class in remedial clock reading. [t must be fun 
to shave and dress at 3:00 in the morning. Is 
student teaching getting to you that bad? You 
must want to get there early to teach those 
"youngN high school girls. Teach them what •. ' 
only time will tell. 
To the Sheep: We, the Pig, the Bee, the Cow, 
the Cat, the Dog. and myself the Owl all thank 
you for havins such a good time last Friday 
night at Woodward Farm. We really had a 
good time and we just wanted to thank you 
again. See you around the farm. 
Blue Stares: Please identify yourself and who 
you are looking for. It could lead to romance. 
['minterested! Guess who. 
you need to you know you are welcome. Lynn 
Cindy··I'm glad you joined the community 
locker. But please take those disgusting 
pictures out of it. H.Y.P. Bonzi 
To the shower lovers, chid!en woman, V.D., 
and Mono: I'm looking for a wart that faintly 
resembles a chicken··if you've seen it, please 
contact Bozo or myself. By the way, had any 
good showers lately? I have! RespectfuUy 
yours, the pregnant one trying to escape the 
draft. 
Donny··I knew it would be hard to say thank 
you for Friday·Saturday, January 26-27,1979, 
but seeing you were the first (as I always 
wanted it to be), you were so kind and special. I 
will always remember it with a smile. Thanks, 
Love ya, Karen 
Carol D,·-Did you see last week's Comment? 
Aren't you glad they saved the "best N for last? 
Heard you cleaned up the copies, any left? 
Does 1 plus 1 equal 2? Your paly, Caly. P.S. 
Did you catch the Double Feature? 
To Mr. Newkirk: We at Budweiser Corp. wish 
that you would please reconsider your trip to 
the Congo. We estimate a decrease of 35% in 
profits over the nexttwoyears. We realize that 
you must repopulate the Congo, but please 
reconsider. Signeo, Anheuser Busch. 
Auntie Becky··Heard you LOVE hot fudge 
sundaes. Strike out lately? WSignedM your name 
to anyone lately, or do. you just do curses? 
Only Italians talk with their hands. WSigned,N 
The Orphanage. 
To G.M., S.F., L.K.H., P.L., EA, B.F., and the 
S.P.T.-Thanks for being there when I needed 
you most. Thank you all for being you. 
F orever-.J .E.D. 
To Scoop: You Squeak Hanlon, you! You 
really did hurt me. See you next Saturday. 
To Nancy and Betty··The orgy was 
fantastic!!Thanx for everything!?! Love ya. 
Jaques T ootite. 
Barb: Just wanted to tell you that I think you're 
just as smooth as your dives. A friend who 
would like to know you better. 
Red-·Does your mother make you wear green?' 
You are a great Backgammon teacher, butI'm 
an excellent student. Ironing for a week. 
Anytime you see me on a road, you know what 
to do. Hope you have an excellent birthday_ 
Oh, by the way, can I have the !.AST WAL TZ? 
Love, the girl with the natural Mess. ·and 
teabags. 
Joanne in EI. Ed.··Hint: mustache. Did you like 
your last personal? We're sure you really 
enjoyed it. Until the next ode. Mojaly Doroly. 
Mark: Wie geht es Ihnen? Kannst du trinken 
das Beer? Wie geht ist Frisky? Vern··If you 
spent the amount of time studying instead of 
going to the cafeteria, you'd have a wealth of 
intellectual stimulation. Linda··Miss. Jean is 
looking for you! The wild and crazy cafeteria 
NUT_ 
To Steve Henry: Although you know ){ of the 
girls on campus, I bet I'm thE: ~nly one who got 
your Njammies: You owe me a dance, Chicky. 
even though you don't know how! Love, 
Brown Eyes. 
Oblios··Keep those checks down or you'll be 
minus some beers and adding some PQunds! 
We11 be keeping an eye on you··like 90! And no 
hitting the munchies when' everyone else is ~noozin'. Love, the Spoonheacis. 
Patsy C;: Laugh much? Next time I cough it'll 
be on you, so wear a raincoat;~Think I need a 
tetanus shot? Judy's will never be the same. 
Love. me (as usual) 
·Come on, man'" I've had E.C. with you and! 
want some L.A. so I can have and o.G.n Your 
loving RAG DOll.. 
DMA··I really like the new you. Keep up the 
good work. C.C. 
Please disregard personal pertaining to lost 
boyfriend. Seems he's found his place in the 
sun. That's cool, as long as he's happy. Such is 
life, 
Reminder to ~personal" writers-The deadline 
is 12:00 noon on Monday for classified ads. 
There is a fifty-word limit on ads··we don't 
priM what goes over fifty words. And, we only 
print signed classified ads. We keep 
personal. confidential. honest!. Thanks. 
The Comment. 
To the "B~nana Bunch- of 1304: This is the 
second personal in the course of many to 
come. Don't let those bananas rot, you know 
what happens to rotten bananasl Rock and 
Roll weekends are out, Disco and BOS are IN. 
(How 'bout some rocking?) 
Richard C. talks into rulers and sleep~ with a 
C.T. 
To the W. andC. C Nut:VouareasC, as ever· 
·thank God. Thanks for your help with J. Lin-· 
how are the kids? Get any sleep lately? Hi, AI·· 
will you be in the caf. with Vern and Jan? Tell 
them hello. Love, asst. W, and C. C. Nut. 
~1\my,'what's you gonna do?- Gon~ ,toan),t 
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Discos R.L., B.H., J.C., J.C., A.K.? WeU Pat 
do you think we win pull through our 
addiction? Hope so. Hope to see the group in 
Washington, D.C., or AC. This stupid 
personal would have been longer, but J. C. had 
to go to class. Bye! 
Eileen-·how's poopsies and Jimmy and no 
more smoking. A1·-you better watch Vern. To 
all the guys going skiing with me, I hope we 
have a great time with no broken Jegs. I'm 
psyched. The Wild and Crazy Cafeteeria Nut. 
To the Psychopath of Scott Hall: Give up your 
war, you'U never win. cau a truce before it's 
too late. Your opponent is smarter' than 
yourself. Heed my warning. 
To Michelle (BSHS): The girls and I (ERIC) 
wish you would consider losing more than 14 
Ibs. Adipose tissue is not an admirable trait by 
any means. Remember·-Wild and Crazy 
Faxes Thin, not Abundant with Flubber. (PLD 
59) Love, Eric. 
Bob S.--Thanks for putting up with me, for 
understanding, and most of all, for not judging 
me. I know I'm a cur, but will you come over for 
dinner one night? Love, 5.5. 
Anyone interested in 90ing to the Boston 
nostalgia/comic book show this weekend with 
me, call ext. 493 and leave a message for Jeff or 
drop a note off in the sub shop. Jeff the Grinch. 
Therese··Happy 20th on "Febooary~ 6. We'U 
have to postpone the celebration till this 
weekend ... hope this year's the best! Love, Us 
Guys 
Allyson: You took your party dress off! One 
too many times as the schnapps ran down 
your nose. Finally, success at the Forge but no 
luck on the couch. See any bulges? Signed·· 
Erection!! 
valentines 
To the wild men of 1304: r hope you aU have a 
very happy and exciting Valentine's Day. 
Disco Di, alias Red. 
M.S.--Here it is, I didn't forget and you'd better 
have remembered too. This is tunny.-I don't 
know what to write except you're the OOst!!' I 
mean it, you know. I hope we will always be 
close no matter what. Happy Valentine's Day, 
you're a sweetheart. Love you alv,rays, K. 
The gorgeous Jock who with my heart~ City 
girls give the best incentives!! Love your x's 
and a's, Newk! I've got weekend passes to 
Africa for two years. This weekend will be the 
best, Scotty. Marry Me! Rememberthe X-Mas 
Ball. "'We're good for each other.w 111 miss u. 
Kathy. 
Ned: Here is the personal you've been waiting 
for. 1 wish you were still on campus. I love you 
and miss you. Love, me. 
Happy Valentine's Day, Cindy. In between 
General, all the studying and term papers and 
exams and teacher appointments, the rides 
home with deep conversation and near 
arrests, and everyOnE else, you've made these 
last semesters bearable. Have a day full of 
roses, chocolate hearts. and hugs and kisses, 
Your Secret Admirer. 
To the cute one with the bright blue backpack· 
·Did your man come over yet? 11J bet he 
showed you a thing or two. Did I wish you a 
Happy Valentine's Day yet? I am now. Thanks 
for the sandwiches. I have known one year of 
happiness. 
Sexy Italian: I should give up on you because of 
no response. All I have is your beautiful smile 
and millions of girlfriends to look at. Go to the 
Valentine Dance. Ballet bell. 
n.s··1 realize January was the pits but let's 
make February the best. If we don't let other 
things get us down, our love has a chance to 
grow and strengthen. Have you thought of a 
name for the canoe? Love you always, CSSJ. 
P.S. Sometimes I wonder why. 
Happy V.D. to my sweetie. Love, D.C. 0£63. 
To my prince: Happy Valentine's Day. You are 
the most special person in my life. We always 
have the -bestW times and I hope to have many 
many more. Happy Birthday with love. 
Princess. 
G.G.-Happy Valentine's Day! Love, Kathy. 
"'ANTSI) • • 
YOUR KN·OWLEDGE, 
-........... _-" 
"illld ~'t)llr ill1:l~illatiflll. \'TSTA gin'" ~'(Il1 11\t' IIPP!lrt\lllit~'I(I hplp nl!1l'rsin Illis (·"(lIIlry. 
\\'111'1111'1' \,1111'1'(' illll'rl'sll·t! ill blllJ.!II;\j!I''';. 111:1Ih. "";lllil (·arf'. (·;'FlI1·I\II)'. 
writ ill~, rlr Y;'II'I"I' .illS' gOl1d wit 11 11I'npll'.\,ISTA ( an liS!' yllll 
'·IS·t" \ ,,1'lnl 1'( 'rs "';('1\ [.j II all riO A 1Jlf'lk;t 11 ,,1:,11'''; TIIf': ... 1;11'1 ('111 'I"'r:,t in'", 
11'11;ll1t lI11iJlIl";, alld sl'lfl1l'lp (·"nll'r..;. Tlll'Y It'am \';r/llahll' <lr~allilill).! ane! flllllll';\isill)~ skills that of!l'll I('a«( to ('an','rs ill C'lIll1l1lllllity d('n'[C1pflWlIt Of" 
sflcial a!'lioll, 
I\E~4Bn) r- \ ~  1._ r' \ I "--''--'-'~ !!l ~
A CHANCE TO l\lAKE CHANGES 
PEACE CORPS AND VISTA ON CAMPUS 
Wednesday, Thursday, Feb, 14, 15 
9 a:m. -- 4 p.m. Placement Office 
Senior interviews, free information. 
.' 
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The Arts 
AIRPLAY 
by Darth B. Virtue 
Wrapping up WBIM WEEK, Beer Give-Away, Amateur Hour, Jockof 
the Week, and more ... 
*********** 
WBIM will be wrapping up the year's WBIM Week this Friday night in 
the Rat. 91.5 will conduct a remote broadcast featuring Hold weird" Jamie 
Kelly beginning at 8 and continuing with good music, ticket, poster and 
album give-aways until 12 midnight. Be sure to stop by. All are welcome. 
*********** 
Every Friday on Jim Farrel's Rock 'n' Roll Show, a free case of beer is 
given away courtesy of you favorite package store. (It is understood that 
your favorite package store is our favorite.) All you have to do is answer a 
trivia question about B.S.C. and be the first caller. Congratulations to 
Kim Cleghorn for being last week's winner. Imagine only $40 to attend 
one term at B.S.C .... in 1879 that is. 
*********** 
Have you ever wanted to be a disc jockey? Or at least try? Starting 
tonisht, WBIM introduces the Amateur Hour. For one hour (henceforth 
Wednesc''1Y nights) at 7:00 p.m. (after Fumble), a local person will be 
featuring his or her favorite music and conversations. Everyone is eligible 
and requirements for applications are easy. Just write a.short (50 words 
or so) biography about yourself and about what you'd iike to play on a 
piece of paper and mail it to WBIM, c/o Student Uni6'n, Bridgewater, 
Ma., or simply drop it off at the Information Booth marked WBIM. Please 
include a return address and phone number. Listen· to Jamie 'Kelly 
weeknights for more details and your name. How do you think Dianne 
Glasscock was discovered?? 
*********** 
Happy Birthday Denise! 
*********** 
Tune to 91.5 this Saturday at 10 p.m. for the Classic Album. This 
week's feature will be The Cars. Next Wednesday the ~!bum featured 
on New Release is the Man Who Built America by a band called 
Horslips. It is 1iorslips" fourth effort and this one is definately their 
best. Tunes like I'll Be Waiting, Lonliness and Tonight You're With Me, 
which offer excellent guitar and a fine beat help make this album an M.D. 
pict .of .. the week. The Police, The Boomtown Rats,: .Return to 
"Por~v~;and"6~cla.yJ.atn~~.·:l1e\JJ.~.~~:s~ayearrivedatBIM,.Also,Jim 
Farrell features new music and artlsts·on TUE!sdayafternoons at 2.-
*********** 
-.~ ;,eefryour·ecrrs open for Fumble, WBIM'sSports Talk Show hosted by 
Gene Manning and John Davis. It happens on 91.5 on Wednesday night 
at 6:30 pm. 
*********** 
Because of birthdays, we have 2 DJ's of the week. Denise Martin is a 
veteran of four years at WBIM. Spunky and funky has seen her musical 
talents grow and form since those freshman days and currently produces 
a multi-faceted show on Monday nights at 7:00. Denise is a 
communications disorders major with eye an good school. Denise has 
worked at People's Disco in Bridgewater and has very often done discos 
in both the Rat and the Ballroom with. constant success: Good luc;k, 
. Denise, you're excellent. JamieKelly is also celebrating his birthday this 
week and as being anAquarian would have it, he is a broadcaster. Jamie 
has been with BlM since the fall of '78 and has certainly made his mark in 
this short period. After receiving your responses it was determined that 
Jamie is our most-listened·to jock. He is always there with the latest 
music and his personality and humor always leave you smiling. He also" 
currently werves as M.D. music director for the Best in Music (81M). If 
anyone has the potential to go places afteJf leaving WBIM it's Jamie. Be 
sure to listen to his show Tuesday thru Friday from 1-9 p.m. 
*********** That's all for now. Keep it tuned to where. there are no commercials-




February 8·The Repertory Wind Ensemble will perform La Fiesta 
Mexican by Owen Reed, Symphony in B Flat by Paul Hindemith, 
Seranade in A by Brahms, Overture for Band by Mendelssohn, and 
Octet by Stravinsky at the New England Conservatory, Jordan Hall, 
Boston. Performance starts at 8:00 p.m. and is free. For more 
information, call Jordan Hall Box Office at 536-2412. 
February 9-The Madhouse Company of London will op'en their new 
show Silly Buggers at Stage II in the Charles Playhouse, Boston. The 
performance schedule is: Tuesday-Friday at 8 p.m., Saturday at 7 and 10 
p.m.; and Sunday at 3 and 7:30 p.m. For ticket information, call 542-0095. 
Feb(uary 14-March 24·Playboy of the Western World by John 
Millington Synge will be at the Lyric Stage Company, 54 Charles St., 
Beacon Hill, Boston. Performances are Wednesdays-Fridays at 8 p.m. 
and Saturdays at 5 and 8 p. m. Tickets are $4, $4.50, and $5 .50, depending 
on day chosen. Group, senior citizens and student discounts available. 
Dinner-Theatre paCkage with The Hampshire House (84 Beacon St.). 
For more information and reservations call 742·8703. 
Bridgewater 
February ll·Between Time and Timbuktu will be shown in the 
Student Union Auditorium at 6:30 p.m. Tickets are 75¢ with a SSC 10 
and $1.25 for the public. Sponsored by S.U.P.C. 
. February 14· The Miracle Workerwill be shown at the Bridgewater 
Public Library at 7:30 p.m. Admission iw free. 
: . Febrllary 18·4~ Carots.will b~Jbo~r.'ll}·t~,e ,?U:; ~l1d.,~t,6!J3P ~'n:~, 
Tlckets are 75¢ With a sse 1D and'$1.25 for the"puohc7S}5ons'bred by 
S.tJJ:!,.c .. ,;;... .. _", .. _ .. ~. f 
Program Committee: 
Jose Greco at BSe 
Jose Greco, acclaimed as "the 
world's finest male Spanish 
Dancer," has had a brilliant career 
which has taken him around the 
world four times. He has performed 
in the U.S. for 25 consecutive years-
a record for consecutive tours in 
America unmatched in the history 
of dance companies. On February 
21, 1979,JoseGrecowill performing 
here at Bridgewater State College. 
Greco has been dedicated since 
childhood to Hispanic dance, music, 
and culture. Born of Spanish-Italian 
parents, he studied under Spain's 
foremost teachers of dance. With 
his American debut in 1951, his 
acclaim reached epic proportions. 
His spectacular tour across the U.S. 
was the first in a series that would 
make him a legend in his own time. 
Among the international 
accolades and honors bestowed on 
Jose Greco are the Cross of the 
Knight of Civil Merit, conferred by 
the Spanish Government in 1962 "in 
recognition of his world·wide 
contribution to the culture and 
performing arts of Spa.in;" the 
International Platform Association's 
highly coveted Silver Bowl Award, 
received in 1971 for his "'brilliant 
contribution in establishing lasting 
cultural ties in the Western 
Hemisphere through Hispanic 
Dance;" among his honorary 
degrees are honorary doctorates 
from Northwood Institute (Indiana) 
and from Fairfield University 
(Connecticut). 
Jose Greco is also ·a motion 
picture performer, television star 
and recording artist. His film credits 
include the Michael Todd 
production of Around the World 
in 80 Days, and the co-starring 
dramatic role in Ship (If Fools, 
dT, ~1~~~r:sl .. "2~ .. ,,§,~~~!~y,.",,~:amh~r. e eVlslon vIewers /lave seen 1m 
frequently on the Ed Sullh.'an, Perry 
Como, Bob Hope, Dinah Shore and 
Dean· Martin shows and many 
others. His concerts can be heard 
on albums issued by Decca, 
Columbia, RCA, and MGM 
Records. 
Greco lives in Costa del Sol, 
Spain, with Nana Lorca, whom he 
married in 1972, and their son Paolo. 
Jose Greco is recognizEld around 
the world as the artist's artist, the 
quinessential Spanish dancer. With 
his co·star, the luminous Senorita 
Lorca, he repres.ents the 
personification of the Iberian 
Peninsula to millions of people all 
over the world. 
This past New Year's Eve, Mr. 
Greco was a guest performer with 
.. tht: Boston Pops, at the:ir annual 
NetN Year's celebration. HE! recently 
completed five months with the 
national production of The 
Passren of Dracula. 
Nan'a Lorca, who is celebrated as 
a brilliant choreographer and 
performer in her native Spain, 
continues to capture the 
enthusiasm of American 'au<;liences 
and critics alike. 
As prima ballerina with the Jose' 
Greco Company in recent seasons, 
her skills and versatility dazzled the 
experts who called Hsuperlative". 
Today she co-stars with Mr. Greco. 
UniquelY accomplished in both 
the Spanish Classical and Regional 
dances, she has extrarordinary 
creativity as choreographE!r as well 
as performer. Nana Lorca. brings to 
. the stage an enormous (~motional 
range and a rare romantic beauty. 
To watch Nana Lorca dance is to 
experience the essence 0'[ Spain. 
Sponsored by the Br:,dgewater 
State College·Student Union 
Program Commitjee, the 
performance will be heTd in the 
Student Union Auditorium at 7:30 
p.m. Mr. Greco will explain 
Hispanic music and dance, as well 
as delight us with his performance, 
along with Nana Lorca, Flamenco 
guitarist and pianist. 
Tickets· can be purcha~,,~d at the 
Student Union Information Booth 
for $1.00 Bridgewater Statl:! College 
and $3.00 for public. For furth,t'!k 
information, call 697·832L ext. 303: 
Jose Greco and Lorca will be in t Student Union Auditorium at 
7:30 p.m. on Wednesday, February 21, 1979. 
Disco 
Rollerskating 
The Student Union Program 
Committee is sponsoring a bus trip 
to Marshfield's Skateland. We have 
privately rented the rink for BSC 
students from 10 pm-12 midnight 
on }='riday, March 2. The cost is only 
SO¢ to cover the price of your 
skates. Sign UP with your 50¢ at the 
Info Booth so you can enjoy a late 
night of NDisco Rollerskating. H The 
bus will leave the front of the 
Student Union at 9:00 p.m. All are 
welcome to come. 
Entertainment 
Weekly 
by Stephen J. Gray 
Entertainment Chairperson 
We finally made it, we are now 
into the month of February and 
without a snowstorm. This week I'm 
going to just talk a little bit about the 
past entertainment. The Summer 
Disco last Thursday was superb, the 
numbers of Coney Islanders were 
few but the event was compli-
mented by the fantastic choice of 
albums done by Chipper Barone. 
Thanks a lot Chip. . 
Now for the upcoming events-
GET YOUR CALENDARS 
READY!!! 
l-Friday, February 9, Jamie 
Kelley is enticing the Rat Crowd as 
he promotes WBIM week with 
music from 8-12. 
2-Saturday, February 10, don't 
dare miss Ed Sullivan in the Rat. His 
strong voice and entertaining music 
will make a fantastic night. 
3...;,:..Probably one of the best 
events--,-humorous, witty. cunning, 
quick remarks and just an all around 
good time-is the Dating Gamel 
The show begins at 7:30 on 
February 14th in the Auditorium. 
Because of a very limited budget we 
are charging $.50 to the event. 
Tickets. are on sale now to 
. Valentine's Day. Last year we had 
over 250 people and the year before, 
P.P.S. On February 20th John 
Martine will play in the Rat from 5-7 
and 8·10, Tuesday night. Good 
music! 
P.P.P.S. Another Coffeehouse 
Entertainer is Elaine Silver. More on 
all the P.S.'s next issue. 
Perils of 
Pauline 
Pauline was attacked by a 
snake, leopards, and a herd of wild 
baboons in her quest for the sacred 
disc in the Temple. of Borneo. 
She managed to survive all the 
bodily attacks by all the animals in 
the wiki jungle, except for the feared 
animal called man. 
Dr. Fraug, the emperor's 
apprentice, has captured Pauline 
and now they have the sacred disc. 
Stay tuned next week when 
Pauline enters the Flaming Tomb. 
Find out what happens.at 11 AM in 




Lincoln Log is a unique theater 
presentation about the life, myth 
and meaning of Abraham Lincoln. 
As an actor prepares a role, this 
actor researched the subject, as a 
playwright might, to find history, 
environment, and as many 
perspectives as possible. This 
information is sifted and culled, 
gradually evolving gesture, vocal 
patterns, character traits, and most 
,important, ameaningful focus that 
can be significant to both performer 
a'i1d audience. In LiJ1C91n Log, we 
see manifest a "log'" of that process, 
oia,contemporaryactor/playwright 
seeking the heart of Lincoln and 
coming upon a profound 
significance of Lincoln's life to our 
own. 
Enjoy this one-man play about 
Lincoln as you relax during lunch. 
The price for the show is $.50 SSC, 
$1.00 public. A luncheon buffet will 
be set up; $LSO or even exchange 
with meal ticket. Sponsored by S. U. 
Program Committee. 
over 300. Let's not let $.50 get us 
down. Let's support our 
contestants and your favorite 
Master of Ceremonies. Game Room 
4-That's only half the week. The 
following night our first Nightclub . Tournament 
event will feature a flashy showband . R.es' ult· s 
called the Energetics. Their name 
portrays their musiC, absolutely one Tab I.e Ten n is ,Me n Is: Eric 
of the best groups around. Tickets Ta"p)fsky~ 
will be on sale Thursday, February Table Tennis, Women's: Vivian 
8th in the Information Booth.· That Marks. 
date is February 15th, don't miss it. Meri'sPool: Joe Vierra. 
This is winter week so try and get Women's Pool: Karen Brown. 
involved as much as possible. Chess: Michael Swinanar. 
Commuters are always wekorpe! . These people will be going to the 
P.S. During the week of February ACUI Regional Tournament at The 
r11~17;> watch The Rolling Stones 1 •••• WI1~y~r.~ityof Maine at Orano, Feb. 
··VideO"iri the Foyer.. , .. ·9:J9d;?q·q~Uuck!! s~~ 
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Ensemble Theatre: 
Curtain/Lights! Live Action/ 
All the excitement of Opening 
Night comes to Horace Mann 
Auditorium every night that the 
Ensemble Theatre presents Liue on 
Stage, a musical revue with an 
original story line. 
Live on Stage features the 
singing, dancing and acting talents 
of some of the College's best 
performers. The cast includes 
Michael Belliveau, Lisa Caron, 
Steve Correia. Randy Doyle, Julie 
Hayes, Paul Healy, Adrith 
McCartney, Donna Ramos. Robin 
Silva, Donna Joyce and Tony 
Mastrorilli. The Bridgewater State 
College Stage Band is also featured. 
The show is directed by Anthony 
MastroriIli, a Senior Theatre major. 
He is assisted by his Stage Manager, 
Donna Corio. 
Performances are Gn Thursday, 
Feb. 15, at 11 a.m. and 8 p.m., 
Rock 
at 25-
Part III: 1960-1963 
by Joe McDonald 
1 %0 began with musical turmoil. 
The payola case had come to a head 
and in New York a grand jury 
indicted eight people including Alan 
Freed. He pleaded guilty and 
r~ceived a suspended sentence and 
a fine. Around this time, Carole 
King, Neil Sedaka. The Ronettes 
and' others were enjoying several 
series of hits. They were all 
,produced by a revolutionary 
producer who used a technique he 
called "'the wall of sound". The man 
was Phil Spector. 
In 1961, Spector started Phillies 
Records. The first disk,There's No 
Other by the Crystals, became the 
first of a dozen hits on the label over 
the next four years. Also in that 
year, a Minnesota "folkie" named 
Bob Dylan signed to Columbia 
Records. Discovered by John 
Hammond, Dylan became known 
as "'Hammonds Folly" because of his 
lack of sales. 
The Beach· Boys cut their first 
single Sur/in in 1961. This record 
was a glimpse at the sounds to 
come. Closing out the year, on 
November 9, the head ofa Liverpool 
department store went to the 
Cavern Club to see a new band 
perform. The man was Brian 
Epstein and the band was a very 
early version of the Beatles, and the 
rest, as they say, is history. 
Chubby Checker started a dance 
craze in early 1962 by recording his 
version· of The Twist. The record 
immediately shot to number orie.' 
The Beach Boys signed to Capitol 
and recorded their first album Sur/in 
Safari. This disk officially started the 
wave of surfing songs that 
represented the California sound in 
the early Sixties. 
Later that year, the., Rolling 
Stones (once known as Little Boy 
Blue and the Blue Boys) debuted at 
the Marquee Club and the Beatles 
signed with E.M.I. records. A little 
. side light on the Beatles roots: John, 
Paul 'and George first played 
together as The Quarrymen. The 
band was' a combination of music 
hall humor. blues songs and 
"rockabilly" music. 
In 1963, Beatlemania went into futi 
-swing in Britain as their debut album 
and first hit records From Me to 
You and Please Please Me climbed 
to the top of the charts. Elvis was 
cutting songs like Frankie and 
Johi1ny and Crying in. the' Chapel 
and Jimi Hendrix was discharged 
from the Army for medical reasons. 
It was at this point that he decided to 
begin 'a career as 'a professional 
musician. 
Next time, I'll look at the years 
Friday, Feb. 16, at 7 p.m. and 
Monday, Feb. 19, at 8 p.m. There 
will also be special workshops after 
the Thursday morning and Friday 
evening performances for groups 
and individuals who are interested-
but groups must make advanced 
reservations by calling 697-8321 ext. 
213. The admission is FREE. 
So come and listen to some of 
your favorite Broadway songs and 
experience all the joys and 




Would you like to find a different 
way of saying '1 Care" on the day of 
St. Valentine? The", Ensemble 
Theatre may have just the answer 
for you. There are some new and 
original ideas in the works for one of 
the most unique bake sales that the 
Ensemble Theatre has ever 
sponsored. So, if you can find a 
minute to stop in front of the 
Bookstore on the 14th of February, 
you may find a pleasant surprise 
awaiting you there! 
New 
Clothes 
The Emperor's New Clothes 
seems to be moving right along. All 
the elements of the production are 
underway. The cast is well into 
rehearsal, and the crews are starting 
to busy their littte hands with the set 
and costumes. The Children's 
Theatre class is also working 
. diligently on the production to 
create an ensemble that will be 
enjoyed by children and adults alike, 
The play will be presented on March 
8-14, with a special perfomance for 
the public on March 10 at 2:00 p.m. 
Tickets will be only $1.00, and it 
should make for a pleasant 
afternoon of entertainment. 
Reserve the afternoon and enter 
inio the world of fantasy once again, 
as SSe's Children's Theatre takes 
MOIDAY IIGHI DR IlKS $1.25 
DISCO·DISCO . DISCO!! 
MONDAY NIGHT FEVER 
with 01110 Illdtha DISCO uam 
comu., IISICA.I l'IIC11I8 ILL .IT lOllS 
DAIIIIGE COIlllTEST 1iI0 .. 8AY UO.OO TO WI .... EII 
lUES DAY THRU SUIDAY 
MASOII·DIXOIIIIID THE LINE 
SHOW TIME 10:30 
you through the world of The 
Emperor's New Clothes. 
Dates to 
Remember 
On Tuesday, Feb. 13th from 11 
A.M. till noon, sign-up for a trip to 
Trinity Square's production of The 
Shadow Box on Sunday, Feb. 25th 
at 2 P.M. Tickets are $3.00 including 
bus as part of E.T:s Contemporary 
Theatre Series. Sign·up in front of 
the Bookstore. 
Wednesday, Feb. 14th, Them will 
be a bake sale from 9·3 p. m. in front 
of the Bookstore. 
Thursday, Feb. 15th,seeLiveOn 
Stage!, a musical revue with an 
original storyline in Horace Mann 
Auditorium in Boyden Hqll, at 11:00 
AM. and 8:00 P.M. Free! 
Friday,Feb. 16th See Live On 
Stage! at 7 P.M. followed with a 
workshop. Free! 
Monday, Feb. 19th see Live On 
Stage! final performance at 8 p. m. 
Horace Mann. Free! 
Sunday, Feb. 25th is the trip to 
Trinity Square's production of The 
ShadowBox. 
Tuesday. FeL. 27th will be the 
date for a General Meeting for all 
interested theatre lovers! 11·12 
noon in S.U. 1. Nominations for 
next year's officers will be taken. 
Tuesday. March 6th elections for 
next year's officers will be heJd from 




RTE. 28, IPID6EWITER 
2&0 us ... /' DISCO 
tJllIIICE FLIJOR 
Fin. liD SAT. liTES 
Di,oo at Di.oollnt fric •• 
PROPER DRESS REQUIAE.D 
OPEN FRI. .. SAT. 'Til 2:00 A.M. 
CALL 697 .. 9609 
Ncxt till/(' !!()It'I'(' ill 1Uc.rico, stO}) 1)]/ ((JI(/I'is;t. tht' C'1/('l'I'(ije(hric'(/ in 1hj II i/((. 
Since 1795 weve welcomed 
our gues~~ with our best. 
Atraditlohal taste of 
Cuervo Gold. 
Visitors to CU.ert'O hat'e always been 
greeted in a special 'way. 
They're rnet at the gates and 1>nvited 1:n.side to e:rperi-
ence the unique taste o.f Cuervo CrOld. 
This is the way Loe've sa1:d f~[oelconLe "for nUJre than 180 
years. A nditis as traditiona.l a,s Cuervo Gold itself. 
For this dedication to tradif1(jn is what n~akes Cuertvo 
Gold tru,ly special. Neat, on the rocks, u,ith a splash of soda, 
in a perfect Sunrise or Margarita, Ci(erL?O Gold 1vill bring 
you back t() a time when qu.ality ruled the u)orld. 
, ,1964-1966 and the Briti~h invasion, ""th~' beginnings of folk 'arid the ~tart ' 
of the era of the supergroups'o : 
Cuervo. The Gold standard since 1795 .. 
• ~. : , >. ,- , , , • " ; • ," ~.c ~.~ " : "" I •• , ') " .:"': , 
1-________ CUE.RvO ESP[CIALIt TEQUilA. 80 PROOF IMPORTED AND.BOTTLED13X..Y' .. ,lqmHELJ!?,LJlr'Ut:J9;:'I(I~,TFOr:g. ~O~t\I~~._~, ~~_--::..."".-....,....-,---, 
-~-
Icemen Destroy Boston 
by Candice Killion 
BSC's pucksters have been knocked 
around a little this season. However, as any 
fighter will, they have repeatedly picked 
themselves up, dusted themselves off and 
returned to battle again. Boston arena was 
the site of one of their most recent bouts-
Boston State College the Bears opponent. ft 
was the second meeting of the ECAC 
Division II rivals this season··in the earlier duel 
Boston had downed BSC 5·3-·Bridgewater 
was out for revence. 
Seven minutes and twenty seconds ticked 
away as the two teams grappled for 
command. Finally, SSC's Steve Metras, firing 
from the blue line blasted a pass from Mike 
Persia into the Boston Net, dealing the first of 
12 blows that would ultimately knock Boston 
State off the ice. 
As Bear goaltender Deacon Perrotta 
claimed, "We owed them one,H and the 
icemen were unmerciful in their them 
payment of that debt. By the third stanza 
Bridgewater was secure with an 8·0 lead. But 
the score would be upped to ]0 before a rash 
of penalties would keep Bridgewater playing 
shorthanded long enough for Boston to tally 
thrice, with a fourth Boston goal and two 
more Bear points coming later in the period 
Bringing the match to a close with the score 
ESC 12 Boston State 4. 
Ed Kiberd and Jake McDermott share 
scoring honors with five point each. Kiberci 
racked up his second hat trick of the season. 
The 6'3 winger from Oshawa, Ont. was simply 
unstoppable and his slaps hot scorched it's 
way past Boston goaltenders four times 
(twice against Bartosick who played the early 
half of the game and twice against Whately 
playing the later). Also, Kiberd is credited 
with one assist. McDermott, on the' other 
hand, is responsible for one goal, while four 
times sending the puck to teammates who 
deposited it neatly in the opposing net. 
Pete Lucia and Mike Persia each scored 
twice, while Jay Konaxis and Paul Murphy 
had one goal apiece. 
~t·.w~.aT}~Q~t tei\myictory for .. the -Bears. 
A tough defense led by hard·hitting -Tom' 
Heaney and Steve Metras held the Boston 
squad to 24 shots on BSe's net-··' . 17 against 
Deacon Perrotta and 4 against \lin Greeno, 
who played the final ten minutes of the game. 
While, the BSC offense fired on net 38 times. 
In a pairing that remained tied until the third 
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"'" period, when the Bears exploded tor tour 
points, SSC dropped the ~University of 
Connecticut (UConn) _ 5·1, tallying their 
'second victory of the week. . . 
Again, the pucksters worked as a unit. 
Play, was aggressive and fast as command of 
the little black disc was disputed. The game 
remained score!~ss throughout the first frame 
while both squads were able to tally once in 
the second. It was SSe's scoring leader Ed 
Kiberd who put the first Bear point on the 
board. Kiberd bringing the puck down ice 
topofthe left circle, scoring his first point of 
the night unasslsted:'" 
Hustling center Jake McDermott, out-
manovered 'jConn defense to start the rally 
in the third period. when he sent a pass from 
paul Muri->hy by Goaltender. Chip GolaI-., 
giving the Bears the lead. While Murphy, Bob 
Collins and Kiberd each added a point to 
widen the victory cap. 
Defensive play, lending the needed support 
to a fired up forward line, made the difference. 
The .. etforts ·ofJay Konaxis, Steve Metras, 
Dan Mark, Tom Heaney, Bob Collins and 
Ron Boucher combined with those of a "red 
hot " scarborough,Ont. Goaltender, Jim 
Boduch to freeze UConn's attempts to come 
from behind. Goduch squelched 37 of 
Connecticuts shots on net. 
Women~Cagers Top FSC 
. by Sharon Rogersoil. 
The 1978·79 WQmen's Basketball Team has 
improved over last seasont currently holding 
a 4·3 record. There are the familiar faces of 
returning· players, as well as those of new 
players and new coaches. 
Miss Mary Lou' Thimas, .' an alumnus of 
BSC, is the new head Basketball coach for the 
women. Miss Thirnas joined the BCS staff this 
year as Women's Athletic Director. Miss Bea 
Guilmette, also an alumnus of BSC and 
currently doing graduate work here at the 
college is' the new assistant coach. Miss 
Thimas ~Tld Miss Guilmette are knowledgable 
enthusiastic, and respected coaches and it is 
expected that they will guide the BSC women 
to a successful seasori. 
Members of the 1978·79 Women's Team 
include; Seniors: Liz Sullivan, a forward from 
Blackstone, Mary· Swiatek, center from 
Worcester, Kris Andet~on,center from Oak 
Bluffs, Donna. Accudi, guard from Milford" 
Becky Welch, guard frOniFalmouth. Juniors: 
Eileen Crocetti,Watertbwri. Angela Vieira, 
Acton, Dawn Hendersbn,. Saugus, Cheryl 
Paterson, So. Deerfield; Sophmores: Theresa 
Muoio, of Cambridge" Kathy McSweeney, N. 
Quincy, Cathy Cassell, Someruille,Joart St. 
Andre, Linwood,. T..racYElIi~, -"Sharon, Eileen 
Buckley, Chebnsfoicri, Karen. Giribaldi, 
Lawrence. Freshmen: Michelle Dineen, Hull, 
Maura Cullen, Milford, Tricia Weber, Milford 
Tammy Turner Beverly. Julie. Girard, 
Sherborn, Diana Demitrius, Wilbraham, and 
Nina Roberts, E.· Longmeadow 
On January 22, BSC traveled to Boston 
College, in hopes of extending their record to 
3-0. Bridgewater dominated the game, putting 
up 66 shots' and pulling down· 48 rebounds. 
Boston College came dose to tieing the game 
but BSC held on to win 48·44. Morg Swivtek 
Jed in scoring with 12 points and Capt. Liz 
Sullivan had 13 rebounds. Junior Varsity did 
not have a game but members were present 
to encourage the Varsity players. 
January 24, found Kelly Gymnasuim and its 
occupants ready for the first exciting home 
game of the Women's 78·79 season. The 
Women were up against Fitchburg State 
College. Freshmen Michelle Dineen led the 
crusade with 19 points, 9 rebounds and 6 
assists. Kris Anderson had a great game also, 
as she hit 6 of 8 field goals attempts. Final 
score BSC 80, Fitchburg 29. 
Bsc JV's defeated Fitchburg Jv's 87·30. 
Tricia Weber and her cousin Maura Cullen 
scored 14 and. 10 points respectively to lead 
the way. _ 
, A tough Providence College team came to 
SSC on January 27;. to defeat the BSC team 
70-45, snapping SSe's undefeated record to 
4·0.Providence played their best game to date 
with quick, sharp, accurate passes, BSC just 
could . not· put it together that day as 
Providence was unstdppable. Seniors Donna 
Arcudi and Kris Anderson led the. scoring 
with 12 and 14 points respectively, as BSC felt 
the agony of defeat for the first time this 
season. 
On the brighter side, the JV team continual 
in their winning ways, as they defeated 
Wheaton College in the preliminary game 52-
35. Tammy Turner scored 9 of 10 from the 
floor to lead the JV's in scoring. 
Tuesday Jan. 30th Univ. of Connecitcut 
came to Kelly Gym. BSC played well leading 
by 5 points at the half. The second half was' a 
different story. though as BSC turned the ball 
over 18 times.BSe stayed in the fight all the 
way. but lost 63·70. Liz Sullivan was high 
scorer with .17 "points ~~ .the:BSC -women 
dropped to a 4·~ 'r,e~Qrd. 
The JV t~~Ql:. ·'.~f. ,tD' iC~Ji)e iGQd 
Community College on Wednesday, Jan. 
31 BSC completily dominated the game as 
they went on to a 84-38 victory. Diana 
Demetrius lead the team with 15 points. 
. Friday night, Feb. 2, both teams travelled to 
Hf\rvard University. Unfortunately BSC split 
the 2 games with varsity on the lOSing end. 
BSC shot a lowly 29% as Harvard shot 52% 
from the floor. Final 44·68. 
Again, on the brighter side, the JV team, 
led by freshman Tammy Turner's 26 points 
beat Harvard to boost their record to an 
impressive 6-0. , 
The next home. game is Sat; 17 against 
Keene State. Come support your team.' 
ATTENTION 
ANYONE INTERESTED 
IN TRYING OUT FOR 
THE MEN'S VARSITY 
. SPRING TENNIS TEAM 
There. will be a mandatory 
meeting Tuesday Feb 13, 
3:30 in Boyden HallR.oom 
22. All . candidates are 
expected to attend or 
contact 'Doug ~i1dram or 
Glenn Guenarcl--Scott Hall 
ext. 356 ....... o .•••••••• 
